Pear Class - Reception. Home Learning Week of 25th January

Look at that concentration! Lucy has been working
so hard at home. Using magnetic letters to practise
spelling tricky words is a great idea.

Eliza BM and Eddy have continued
to work hard on new blends and
tricky words.

A super information poster on
Jupiter from Frankie.

Isabel has been reading her Phonics Bugs books everyday and her sentences and handwriting are also going from
strength.

Grace and Ida have also been hard at work practising their letter formation, spelling and rhyming at home. I
wonder how many more words could go on that rhyming ladder?

Anthony loves maths and he has been practising counting in 2s
and recognising odd and even numbers. Good job Anthony!

What an amazing alien you have created Stanley!
All that rolling, pinching and moulding of your
play-doh will really develop your hand and finger
muscles.

A perfect rocket made just for two by Sebastian and some careful cutting and pinning from Sable.

I love the way that Phoebe has been learning new consonant blends by applying her new knowledge to her own
sentence writing – great stuff!

Zara made some ‘ice marbles’ using food colouring and balloons. It looks like lovely messy fun!

Minnie’s dad just happened to have a brilliant lego model of Saturn V, the rocket that took the three American
astronauts to the moon. It was amazing to see how big the rocket was compared to the Eagle and the astronauts
themselves. Thanks Mr B!

Who can spot Phoebe in her marvellous home-made puppet theatre?

Stanley put his knowledge of the Moon landings and Neil Armstrong into a puppet show for his family. What a
wonderful way to develop your learning and keep the family entertained Stanley!

Isabel loves dancing along with
Mrs Atha and Phoebe has thrown
herself into Mr Wales’s PE lessons
at home.

Excellent work girls!

Sable linked her walk today to our maths work, identifying that the HUGE number of steps she had taken was an
odd number – WOW!

Good old Lego for imaginative play based on our Space
mission.

Who can find the Gruffalo AND Ida out for a walk?

